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“Thomas Jefferson once said, ‘We
should never judge a president
by his age, only by his works.’
And ever since he told me that,
I stopped worrying.”
Ronald Reagan (1911 - 2004)
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like yesterday’s Lode!

Required Fluoride in College Water Bill
causes National Uproar
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Genetic engineering is always under debate, but
quite frankly, a particular
underground organization
on campus could care less
about the silly debate. They
have all been living in laboratories for so long, some claim
they don’t actually exist, but
are, in fact, just ghosts of their
former selves due to the lack
of sunlight and exposure to
the living. They drift between
the Chem Sci and Dow in
the wee hours of the morning, doing their experiments.
Their latest target have been
some of the more rambunctious students on campus;
The Pep Band. These late
night geneticists have set
their gaze upon the impossible: making the Pep Band
even more badass.

Washington and the Nation have fallen into already contains fluoride. It would not
great debate over a newly proposed bill. cost as much as people think to require
The Proposal #H.R.2811.670, if passed, the remaining colleges to change their
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port. The Republican Party has been
reported to have already spent over 2.4
“The [bill] will only waste more of our tax Million Dollars on television advertising
money,” says Republican spokesman, alone; with the Democratic Party trailing
John White, “this proposal will only cause close behind them in spending a total
more government spending; which we of 3.7 Million on their entire advertising
cannot afford.” Unlike the Republican campaign.
Party, the Democrats seem determined to
pass this bill. Autumn Washington, Demo- Today on his daily radio show, Rush
cratic Senator from Michigan, argues that Limbaugh was quoted with saying, “The
“Most colleges, [including] Michigan Tech, Communist Nazis that sit around manipu...see F your water up on back
are already using local city water, which
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By The Hair of
His ChinnyChin-Chin

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

...see BEARD MAN on back
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... BEARD MAN from front

Pep Band member wandering around
on campus late at night, sporting his
stripes for whatever reason. What a
mortal mistake that turned out to be
for him. His shrieks cut through the
still night and faded away almost as
quickly as they had exploded from
his mouth. He then appeared to float
down campus and deep into the
bowels of Dow.
Days later, a confused looking, nude
student was muttering to himself
and missing half of his hair, and proceeded to curl up into the fetal position where the EERC tree used to be,
claiming that “I saw it, I did, and I saw
the EERC Tree and it took my Stripes!”
How is it that the EERC tree manages
to steal a Pep Band members stripes?
And for that matter, why did it want
his hair? After questioning the student
a little more, I came to the only logical
conclusion; the EERC tree is mobile
and hungry for vengeance. And hair.
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Orientation Shirts

way, and it affords a knowing nod
that says “I know you, you know me.
One thing I can tell you is you got to
be free.”

By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

Every year, the incoming class gets
a new shirt. This year it’s gray with
gold writing about inspiration and
creating the future; last year the
theme was “amplify your success.”
Last year when I got mine, I didn’t
like to wear it very often because it
felt like a neon sign that said “FRESHMAN HERE.” But this year I rather enjoy it. Wearing it makes me feel like
the member of an exclusive club,
last year’s returning freshmen.
I see others with the same shirt and
I feel I know them, like we went
through the same hell together and
as a result we’re close in a distant
Since the first abduction of the Pep
Band member, at least a half dozen
other late-night students have been
found in similar conditions. It is worth
noting that only those with brown hair
were missing their hair; blondes and
red heads and all other colors were
left with alone. I threw on a wig one
night and headed out to campus,
wandering around aimlessly to try
and lure out the angered EERC tree.
What happened that night will stay
with me forever. Suddenly there
were branches all around me, and I
was taken underground into a dank
laboratory. These ghostly nerd figures
floated around me, prodding at the
wig in wonder. When it slipped off,
they muttered to each other in disappointment, and something about
“The Beard” being upset with them.
The EERC tree was in the background,
with a small chunk out of its trunk - a
chunk that looked cut out with reason, and it was then I remembered
someone telling me they had a piece
of the EERC tree. “Why hair?” I dare

Those shirts, however, do provide a rather decent amount of thermal protection for...
BROOOOOOOOM BAAAAAAAAAALL!!!!!!! Register sunday! Get on a team. DO IT!

asked, and the closest geneticists simply said “The Beard demands it. The
Beard desires the most hairiest hair to
make itself more epic than it already is.
It wishes to take over the world. The
Beard told us if we got it the hairiest
hair, it would let us go, and give the
EERC tree back its last missing piece
and let him free as well.”

... F your water up from front

lating the puppets we call our representatives are out to rule our lives! By
pumping their socialist chemicals into
the drinking water they are polluting
the innocence of the college students
we hold dear. What’s next? Are they
going to force us to use natural sugar
in our food?”

That of course is the Beatles. But
we’re in a club together, and I’m
sure as the years go by the club will
shrink and passing nods will turn to
introductions. This year’s freshmen
walk about with their gray shirts…
The poor souls haven’t yet experienced Engineering Fundamentals or
Calculus 2. As the long nights of
textbook headaches and massive
NX5 projects go by, like notches in
a dog’s ear the academic sweat will
fuse with their freshman shirt, and
they too will form a club. A sweaty,
smart, Tech-y club....
water taken from their own hoses and
water lines. (Visit fundamentalchristian.
org for more information on the “Water
Party” Movement.)
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